CHAPTER VII
ARAKAN, THE FERINGHI AND THE
DUTCH
that Arakan managed to maintain itself as an independent
kingdom until almost the end of the eighteenth century was
mainly due to its geographical position. It was separated from
Burma by a long range of mountains, the Arakan Yoma, through
which there were only two practicable passes, the An connecting
with Upper Burma and the Taungup connecting with Prome.
The people are basically Burmese, although showing today
strong traces of Indian admixture. Their language is an early
form of Burmese. Writers in the past have applied to them the
name Mugg (Bengali MagK), but the Arakanese disclaim the
name and apply it only to the products of mixed marriages on
the Bengal frontier. So far scholarship has failed to discover its
etymology.
From very early days the older and purer form of Buddhism,
the Hinayana or Lesser Vehicle, was established there. It must
date from before the arrival of the Burmese in the tenth century,
when Arakan was an Indian land with a population similar to
that of Bengal. The Mahamuni image also, which tradition
asserts to be a contemporary likeness of Gautama, is pre-
Burmese though probably not earlier than the Christian era.
In the reign of Anawrahta Pagan asserted its authority over
Arakan, but after 1287 this lapsed; and although before the
establishment of Mrohaung by Narameikhla in 1433 there was
from time to time a certain amount of Burmese and Mon
interference, Arakan's contacts with Mohammedan India were
probably closer than those with Burma. None of its rivers rises
in Burma, and throughout its'history its water communications
with Bengal were much easier than its overland communi-
cations with Burma, When Bengal was strong, its rulers re-
ceived the tribute of Arakan; at other times Arakan claimed
tribute from parts of the Ganges delta. These fluctuations of
power affected Chittagong, which was held alternatively by one
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